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SUMMARY 
The objective of this thesis is to explore the use of the Internet to facilitate remote, 
real-time and user-friendly operations in industrial applications, academic research and 
everyday life. Particularly, the development of a web-based remote vibration 
monitoring and fault diagnosis system is presented. A remote monitoring system is 
developed that can be operated from anywhere with an access to the Internet. It can be 
readily modified to fit into distinct situation thus providing a frame-work for setting up 
remote operation network using only off-the-shelves components. 
In the academic world, a pilot resources sharing/leasing system is developed to 
facilitate the access to a research equipment resources via the Internet. The system 
addresses the specific nature of academic research and can maximize the usage of 
existing research facilities without incurring further acquisition costs. This leads to the 
concept of “World Wide Virtual Laboratory”, where different instruments are shared 
beyond their physical locations. 
Back at home, the Internet is bringing in exciting opportunities to provide people with 
convenience, safety, entertainment and cost-savings. Allied with evolving wireless 
technologies, the home automation system developed enables a user to switch on a rice 
cooker before reaching home or to feed their pets while on holidays just via an Internet 
enabled handset. 
With the emergence of the wireless network technologies, the surge of Internet towards 
the wireless realm is unstoppable. The expanded Internet access is going to change 
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societies around the world and provide us with more opportunities to operate remotely 
by leveraging on the wireless Internet technology. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
During the Cold War, the world was overshadowed by the contention between the two 
super-powers. The fear of a nuclear war that might happen at any time overweighed on 
both sides’ military strategy makings. To gain advantage in the breaking of a nuclear 
war, the USSR launched the first artificial earth satellite in 1957, and in response, the 
US formed the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in Department of 
Defense. 
In 1962, the ARPA set out developing a network, a decentralized network that can 
sustain a nuclear strike and began sponsor research programs in universities and 
corporations, including MIT and RAND Corp. They began with building the Interface 
Message Processor (IMP), the backbone of the new communications system. A 
revolutionary idea in the IMP is technology called packet-switching, which split large 
sections of data into small parts called packets, each labeled with its destination 
address. Upon arrival at the destination computer, the packets could be reassembled. 
This IMP program was later tested in four universities with a network of 
“supercomputers” wired together via 50kbs lines. The advantage of packet-switching 
manifested itself under the test as information could be first sent to one node, and if 
that node was not working or processing too slowly, could be routed somewhere else. 
A set of underlying protocol was designed to take care of establishing and maintaining 
communication between the computers on the network, and to perform a number of 
client-server tasks, such as remote log-in (Telnet) and file transfers (FTP). While these 
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developments were quite encouraging, the designers soon ran into trouble. The 
inability of original systems to handle host-host relationships greatly restricted the 
functionality of the network. A new protocol, called Network Control Protocol (NCP), 
was soon afterwards created on top of the basic communications protocol to handle 
this limitation. it became the primary concept behind networking. Armed with these 
tools, researchers were ready to unveil their creation: ARPANET. This scheme was the 
primary concept behind networking and was successfully tested in the first year of the 
ARPANET in October 1971. 
As the technology was growing fast, ARPANET was still slow in gaining new 
terminals. Nevertheless, research engineers, realizing that this new communications 
network was going to grow much larger than they had ever imagined, started to search 
a new design to handle a larger number of users.  
Noting that NCP was not poised for a mass influx of hosts, researchers at ARPA began 
working on a new protocol which could handle larger numbers of users. Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) was subsequently born in the mid-1970s. 
This more sophisticated technology was accepted by the U.S. government in 1978, and 
TCP/IP became the mainframe networking tool. Many people thus view January 1, 
1983, when all of ARPANET was switched over from NCP to TCP, as the beginning 
of the Internet. 
The mid-80s witnessed a sudden boom in the personal computer industry and also the 
gradual commercialization of the Internet. With computers at more affordable prices, 
companies were for the first time able to bring their businesses online. The increasing 
number of computers connected to the Internet also made it vital to classify the vast 
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resources accessible. In 1991, the first friendly index to the Internet was developed at 
the University of Minnesota. It was a simple menu system, called a “gopher”, to access 
files and information on campus through their local network. The gopher proved to be 
very prolific, and within a few years there were over 10,000 gophers around the world.  
Today, when people talk about the Internet, they are no longer thinking about the 
“network of computers”, but rather the resources, services, interactions and even a 
unique culture provided and influenced by the Internet. 
The Internet has become so pervasive in merely a few decades because it has evolved 
from a network connecting scores of multi-million dollar “supercomputers” to a 
network connecting millions of personal computers, thanks to technologies, hardware 
and software, that made personal computers affordable and operable by layman. The 
network connecting people has made the world smaller and faster. The trend for 
electronic devices to interact human-friendly with people is now so evident that more 
and more companies are bringing their products “online”. It is expected that the 
Internet will further evolve into a network connecting billions of electronic devices. 
The improvement of the information technology has been the driving force of many 
technology sectors today. Automation is no exception. There is a wealth of evidence to 
illustrate how information technology solutions have proven usable and applicable in 
industrial and home control systems. The penetration of billions of Internet enabled 
microprocessors into the items of everyday life and work is leading to the creation of a 
globally deployed ‘digital nervous system’ in which devices can sense, monitor, 
analyze and communicate, controlling themselves and each other. As the economy 
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becomes increasingly information-driven, suppliers uniquely positioned to leverage the 
information derived from Internet-enabled devices will reap substantial rewards.  
This would result in inexpensive Web-based hardware and software, and it will change 
the focus of our industry on how we control and manage facilities. Integration will 
happen at the nonproprietary level. For that reason, the future’s tools will be Web-
based, and they will be intuitive to use and can be accessed and controlled at all times. 
For this reason, new machines are being supplied almost as standard with automation 
modules that also have an internet connection, because remote maintenance is 
relatively easy to implement with components that have web capability. At the same 
time, it is easier to take individual customer requirements into account. 
Similar story is happening in the consumer goods sector, specifically in household 
appliances. With the wide implementation of broad-band network to households, 
having their electrical appliances Internet enabled would provide greater accessibility 
and flexibility. Home appliances, equipped with microcontrollers, will offer more 
sophisticated control actions as well as close interaction with one another. Leveraging 
on the mature Internet technology, manufacturers and developers gain advantages in 
launching models that can work communicate with products from different vendors. 
The development in wireless technologies such as the Bluetooth and WAP has 
certainly added a new dimension to the Internet based automation applications. 
This thesis explores new areas of remote monitoring and control systems in the 
Information Age by harnessing the power of Internet to facilitate remote operations, 
shedding new light on revolutionary improvements to our work and life. 
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1.2 Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
1.2.1 Remote Vibration Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis via the Internet 
This work presents the development of a “mechatronic” experiment on the 
development of an intelligent vibration monitoring system for remote vibration 
signature analysis via the Internet. It will highlight the operational principles of the 
system, and the hardware and software requirements for the implementation of the 
system on the Internet to enable remote monitoring and fault diagnosis. Specific 
outcomes and screen snapshots at key stages of the experiment will also be provided. 
1.2.2 Internet Based Resources Sharing and Leasing System for 
Engineering Research 
In this work, the development of an Internet-based resources sharing/leasing system 
useful for a university or research environment will be presented. The system allows a 
user to access a rich variety of equipment resources without having to incur high 
acquisition costs, using only available off-the-shelves components and the Internet. 
The principles of the system, the hardware and software requirements, as well as 
operational details will be elaborated. In particular, such a system equipment resources 
sharing in the area of control engineering will be used for illustration. 
1.2.3 Development of an Internet Home Control System Based on Bluetooth 
and WAP 
This work presents the development of an Internet home control system based on the 
emerging wireless technologies of Bluetooth and Wireless Application Protocol 
(WAP). An Internet-enabled PC connected to a Bluetooth communication transceiver 
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serves as the central controller to a network of distributed home devices which may be 
Bluetooth-enabled devices or conventional ones fitted with a Linux-based control 
embedded module interfaced to a Bluetooth transceiver. This work describes the 
hardware and software design considerations in development of this home automation 
system which can enable users to operate electrical home devices remotely using WAP 
phones, thus obliterating both the need for a physical connection to the Internet for the 
remote access user from beyond the home vicinity, and also the need for hardwiring of 
the distributed home devices to the central controller within the home. 
1.3 Organization of this Thesis 
The major part of this thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter 2 starts with a literature 
review of the development of mechatronics technology in interfacing mechanical with 
electrical systems and also the Internet technology that dramatically faciliates the 
industrial control networks. The chapter continues with a description of a mechatronics 
experiment on vibration monitoring. Detailed hardware and software configurations 
are presented and Internet based remote operation principles are outlined.  
Chapter 3 starts with a exploration of potential academic and economic benefit from a 
global research resources sharing or leasing system. An Internet based resource 
sharing/leasing system that can achieve such objectives is presented. The system’s 
software and hardware layout is illustrated, with operational procedures emphasized.  
This chapter ends with the results of a sample DC motor control application, 
demonstrating the flexibility of this system. 
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Next, the design and implementation of a fully wireless home automation system is 
explored in Chapter 4, with detailed description of the hardware and software 
architecture. Specific household devices are used to exemplify the operation of the 
system in this chapter and it concludes with an objective assessment of the system 
performance and suggestions of future work in the related field. 
Finally, in Chapter 5 and 6, some suggestions for future work and general conclusion 
are documented respectively. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REMOTE VIBRATION MONITORING AND FAULT 
DIAGNOSIS VIA THE INTERNET 
2.1 Introduction 
The term “Mechatronics” was first introduced and registered in 1969 by an engineer 
called Tesuro Mori of Yaskawa Electric [1] to provide a semantic reference to the 
phenomenon of increasing interaction between the mechanical and electronics 
engineering disciplines. Mechatronics was mainly coined to refer to simplified 
mechanisms with sophisticated functions in electronics. The importance of a 
mechatronic approach in the design of new products and processes, through a seamless 
synergy of associated technological disciplines, is becoming increasingly recognized 
worldwide as a mean towards effective manufacturing to maximize economic gains 
[2,3,4,5]. As the benefits associated with applications of mechatronics become more 
evident, the education systems in many countries also evolve to reflect the need for a 
cross-disciplinary curriculum. At the National University of Singapore, a new program 
leading to the award of a Master of Science in Mechatronics was recently introduced. 
A specific focus of the mechatronic program is on real hands-on laboratory practice. 
Experiments of specially designed themes are to be systematically carried out by the 
students enrolled in the program as a core part of the program.  
This chapter will report on a specific experiment in the mechatronic program which is 
set up to provide hands-on experience in the application of an mechatronic device 
(accelerometer) and digital signal processing techniques to vibration monitoring and 
fault diagnosis of machines [6]. The accelerometer will provide directly vibration 
measurements, and an intelligent algorithm (to be programmed by the students) will 
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carry out the fault inferencing procedures. The approach adopted in the experiment is 
based on capturing machine-specific vibration signatures and comparing these 
signatures to real-time vibration patterns to determine if possible faults have occurred.  
In addition, students are introduced how the Internet may further shape the operations 
of mechatronic systems. The Internet is the world’s largest, most powerful computer 
network connecting personal computers, sophisticated mainframes, and 
supercomputers around the globe.  “World Wide Web” (WWW) as the fastest growing 
internet service, is seen as an effective tool for distant operations.  The WWW project, 
started by Tim Berners-Lee while at CERN (the European Laboratory for Particle 
Physics) [7] seeks to build a “distributed hypermedia system.” In essence, the web is a 
vast collection of interconnected documents, spanning the world.  The WWW provides 
Internet users with a uniform and convenient means of accessing the wide variety of 
resources (pictures, text, data, sound, video) available on the Internet. Popular software 
interfaces, such as IE and Netscape, facilitate navigation and use of the WWW. In 
effect, the web is a distributed multimedia environment, which potentially can provide 
a truly integrated environment for information exchange. In the experiment, via remote 
laboratory access approaches, the students will implement remote monitoring and 
diagnosis of a single axis shaker to which they have earlier instrumented with the 
accelerometer. Thus, from a remote site, using only a regular web browser, they will 
be able to characterize the vibration signatures of machine, monitor their health, tune 
their thresholds and initiate alerts when abnormal conditions are encountered.  This 
will be achieved using only existing extensible TCP/IP infrastructure.  
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the main working principles of the 
intelligent monitoring and fault diagnosis device will be described. In Section 3, the 
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hardware and software requirements to carry out the same operations remotely will be 
highlighted, and finally, in Section 4, the key steps involved in the experiment will be 
described along with the real-time screen snapshots provided.  
2.2 Vibration Monitoring and Fault diagnosis 
Mechanical vibration in machines and equipment can occur due to many factors, such 
as unbalanced inertia; bearing failures in rotating systems such as turbine, motors, 
generators, pumps, drives and turbofans; poor kinematic design resulting in a non-rigid 
and non-isolating support structure; component failure and/or operations outside 
prescribed load ratings [8]. The machine vibration signal can be typically characterized 
as a narrow-band interference signal anywhere in the range from 1Hz to 500Hz. To 
minimize the maintenance costs and production shutdown time resulting from damages 
induced from severe resonant vibration, a monitoring system with affordable 
installation cost and little reconfiguration requirement will be useful to provide suitable 
signals reflecting the health of the machine. 
Currently, there are solution-providers in the industry for machinery vibrations. These 
companies can broadly be classified into those producing vibration-related testing 
products (e.g., FFT analyzers (Steinberg, 2000), vibration data collectors and end-of-
line production test equipment) and those providing soft solutions for resolving noise- 
& vibration-related problems for different industries (e.g., automotive, aerospace, 
manufacturing and engineering companies). For instance, if one of the machines in 
operations at the shopfloor is experiencing unexplained machinery noise or a high 
level of product failure, vibration analysis (Farrar et. al., 2001) may provide some 
answers. 
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One approach towards achieving this objective can be based on an analysis of the 
vibration signal forthcoming from the mechanical system. This approach is used in this 
experiment and is very intuitive to the way an experienced operator will detect a fault 
from the abnormal machinery sound/noise generated. It uses an accelerometer mounted 
on the machine to yield an electrical signal measurement which is representative of the 
mechanical vibration, and a soft monitoring system which can trigger an alarm if a 
fault is detected according to certain criteria. 
2.2.1 Main Principles 
The main idea behind the approach is to construct a vibration signature based on 
pattern recognition of “acceptable” or “healthy” vibration patterns, against which the 
actual vibration pattern is compared. An “acceptable” or “healthy” pattern is the 
normal vibration spectrum observed under the machine’s regular working conditions. 
The normal vibration spectrum, or signature, can be retrieved when the machine is 
initiated or tested by experienced operator in shopfloor. Figure 2.1 highlights the key 
steps involved. An accelerometer, mounted on the machine being monitored, is used to 
provide measurements of the vibration signals in an electrical form. These signals can 
subsequently be digitized and acquired into a micro-processor based system in which 
resides the intelligent vibration analysis program. The vibration analysis program can 
work in two modes: the learning and monitoring mode. The learning mode is to be 
initiated to identify the normal vibration characteristics of the machine, i.e., the 
vibration signature.  The mode can be re-initiated at any time when the operator feels a 
re-learning/re-training is necessary (for example, after the machine has undergone 
modifications/retrofitting). Thus, normal vibration signatures can be extracted in this 
way automatically through only a pushbutton on the software interface. Thereafter, the 
monitoring system can enter a continuous monitoring mode. In the monitoring mode, 
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the vibration signals are continuously acquired and compared to the pre-acquired 
“normal” signatures. If the deviation from the signature exceeds a certain specified 
threshold, an alarm can be raised to alert the operator of possible machine malfunction.  
 
Figure 2.1  Key operational steps of the intelligent vibration monitoring system  
2.2.2 Vibration Measurements 
Vibration measurements are collected by mounting an accelerometer (one example is 
shown in Figure 2.2), on the machine to be monitored.  It acts as an interface between 
the motor (or machine) and the data acquisition card, by converting mechanical 
vibrations into electrical signals. Accelerometers are available in a large variety of 
sizes, shapes and styles to suit a broad range of test and control applications. Each 
accelerometer series is designed with a particular group of measurement and control 
applications in mind. 
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Figure 2.2: Vibration signal acquisition system 
The construction of the real-time vibration measurement system is inexpensive and 
requires only commercially available, low cost components. The accelerometer and a 
data acquisition card residing on a Personal Computer (PC) (or alternatively, a DSP 
standalone device) are the only hardware required. The installation can be hassle-free, 
as the accelerometer can be mounted directly, independent of the machine’s own 
control system. Thus, there is no need to retrofit the machine to implement the 
monitoring system. 
2.2.3 Vibration Signature 
In the learning mode, the vibration signals, with the machine operating under normal 
conditions, are acquired by the accelerometer and buffered in the data acquisition card. 
A suitable vibration signature is then extracted from the vibration signals. There are 
many types of vibration signatures that can be adequate for the purpose of machine 
monitoring. One possible signature can relate to the spectrum of the vibration signal 
which can be efficiently obtained using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm 
[9]. This is the form of the signature which will be used in the work. Other forms of 
vibration signature can be used as well. For example, another form of vibration 
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signature may be based directly on the amplitude of the vibration; yet another form 
may use a time series analysis of the vibration. 
If there are different operational modes of the machines, then there can be multiple 
vibration signatures, each corresponding to one of the operational modes. Based on the 
signature, an alarm threshold can be set which encompasses the vibration signature 
with spare tolerance to cater for inevitable deviations which should not be diagnosed as 
faults, an example of which is given in Figure 2.3. The setting of the threshold can be 
based on specific information available, or it can be set as the “worst-case” envelope of 
the multiple signatures obtained over a longer period of time.  
 
Figure 2.3: Alarm threshold setting based on the vibration signature 
2.2.4 Fault Diagnosis 
Possible faults can be diagnosed by comparing the actual vibration pattern acquired 
continuously against the vibration signature and the alarm threshold obtained during 
the learning mode. When the comparison shows a violation of the threshold, an alarm 
can be set. A more sophisticated fault inference scheme can be formulated based on 
more than one evaluation criterion using a fuzzy inferencing scheme. Interested 
readers can refer to [10]. Different levels of alarm can be set corresponding to the 
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extent of violation of the threshold, and therefore providing an indication of the 
urgency of attention needed.  
2.3 Remote Operations 
Many manufacturing processes are now widely distributed geometrically, due to 
economy-related strategies in spreading the manufacturing and distribution processes. 
The layout of an entire plant can now be rather extensive, spreading across continents 
in certain cases. Therefore, it has become an important challenge to be able to optimize 
any synergy opportunities in the operations of these distributed systems. In many 
cases, the same set of processes to manufacture the same product (or to monitor the 
same process) can be cloned over different plants. This requires close coordination and 
synchronization of the distributed operations, as well as an efficient remote monitoring 
and control facility in place. Thus, an extensive and “borderless” approach towards the 
monitoring of machines and process is crucial to enhance overall efficiency and 
operational costs. In this section, the hardware and software requirements to enable 
remote operations of the earlier described monitoring system will be highlighted. 
2.3.1 Hardware Configuration 
The hardware that is necessary and used in the development of the remote monitoring 
at the server’s end, is the server itself, consisting of a data acquisition (DAQ) card  
installed in a PC. The PC which is linked to the Internet, is used primarily for data 
acquisition and control of the remote machine. The accelerometer acts as an interface 
between the motor (or machine) and the data acquisition card. It converts mechanical 
acceleration into electrical signals. The analog electrical signals from the 
accelerometer are then acquired by the DAQ card as raw data and stored in the PC for 
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further conditioning and analysis. Under situations when multiple machines are to be 
monitored, analog vibration signals from different machines can be transmitted to 
different analog input pins of the NI DAQ card and monitored in time frames.  The 
maximum number of machines can be monitored is subject to the number of analog 
inputs available on the DAQ card. The hardware connection is depicted in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.4: Hardware connections of the remote monitoring system 
2.3.2 Software Configuration 
The recommended software development platform for this miniproject is Laboratory 
Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) [11]. It is a graphical 
programming language. The software is windows-driven, and various functions can be 
performed simply by placing icons and carrying out the soft-wiring connections. 
LabVIEW is integrated fully for communication using standards such as GPIB, RS232, 
RS485, and it facilitates interfacing to plug-in data acquisition cards.  
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Using LabVIEW, 32-bit compiled programs that provide fast execution speeds needed 
for custom data acquisition, test and measurement solutions can be created. As 
LabVIEW is a true 32-bit compiler, standalone executables can also be created easily. 
It contains comprehensive libraries for data collection, analysis, presentation and 
storage. Traditional program tools are also included in LabVIEW. Breakpoints and 
single-stepping through the program can be done in the LabVIEW environment. These 
make debugging and program development easier. LabVIEW provides numerous 
mechanisms for connecting to external code or software through DLLs, shared 
libraries, ActiveX and more. In addition, many add-ons toolkits (for example, the 
internet toolkit and DSP toolkit) are available for a variety of application needs. 
Essentially, the distant remote monitoring application, as with other network 
applications, consists mainly of two parts: the client and the server.  The main idea 
behind the implementation of the remote monitoring session is to deliver the raw 
vibration data as well as the analysis results to the client as real-time as possible. The 
client runs a web browser to view the remote front panel and uses the LabVIEW run-
time engine to control the remote program. The run-time engine can be freely 
downloaded from the website of National Instruments Inc. [12]. The software 
requirements and interaction are depicted in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5: Software requirements and interactions 
I HTTP Server 
A Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server is a computer program (housed in a host 
computer) that serves HTML pages or files and run applications on the host when 
requested by client machines over the Internet. The Internet Developers Toolkit 
package [12], an add-on component to LabVIEW, allows VIs to be converted into 
Internet-enabled applications. 
Ii User Interface 
The system uses a new feature of LabVIEW 6.1 to emulate a remote front panel. 
Compared to earlier versions of LabVIEW, this new feature greatly reduces the 
requirements in terms of network programming and bandwidth, as only crucial 
information will be transmitted.  On the client’s side, all the data transfer, in either 
direction, is realized using the LabVIEW run-time engine. The user can thus monitor 
and control the virtual instruments (VIs which are the programs) just as though they 
are running on the local PC. The home page that contains the hyperlinks to operation 
pages is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: User interface of the remote vibration monitoring system 
iii  Access Security 
Publishing the front panel on web will inevitably present security concerns, since 
anyone who can gain control of the VI can also manipulate it. So adequate access 
security must be put in place to prevent the system from being modified in any form by 
unauthorized users. In the experiment, access security is incorporated into the 
LabVIEW Web Server. It is achieved via the Basic Access Authentication scheme as 
specified in HTTP/1.0. It is a simple challenge-response authentication mechanism that 
is used by a server to challenge a client request and by a client to provide 
authentication information. It is based on the model that the client must authenticate 
itself with a user-ID and a password for each realm. The server will service the request 
only if it can validate the user-ID and password for the protection space of the 
Request-URL. It is also possible to control the access based on user name, password 
and user’s IP address. 
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2.4 The Experiment 
A shaker table (Figure 2.7) is used as the test platform representing the machine to be 
monitored.  It is driven by a high torque direct drive motor (which has a maximum 
torque of 1.11Nm, a maximum design load of 11Kg and generates a maximum force of 
175N). The maximum linear travel of the table is +/- 2cm. A QN-100351 
accelerometer mounted on the shaker table, as shown in Figure 2.7, provides the 
vibration measurements. The specifications of the accelerometer used in the 
experiment are provided in Table 2.1. Normal operating conditions are emulated as 
corresponding to the shaker table receiving a sinusoidal input sequence at a frequency 
of 15Hz. 
Table 2.1: Specifications of the accelerometer used in the experiment  
Description Value Remark 
Span (G) ±4 ±5% 
Sensitivity (mV/G) 500 ±5% 
Bandwidth (Hz) DC-100 ±5% 
Noise (mg rms) 5 Typical 
Zero G output (V) +2.5±0.1 @25 deg C 
Zero G Drift (mV) ±60 0-70 deg C 
Span output (V) ±2.0±0.1 @25 deg C 
Nonlinearity (%FS) ±0.2 Typical 
Temperature range(deg 
C) 
-40 to +85  
Alignment (degrees) ±2 Typical 
Shock (G) 1000  
Output loading >10KO <1nF Max 
Supply voltage (V) +5±0.25  
Supply current (mA) 8 Typical 
 
The acquisition card, used in the experiment to acquire the measurements from the 
accelerometer, is one from National Instruments (model: PCI-MIO-16E-4). The 
acquisition card supplies two channels of analog output and up to eight channels of 
analog input. The main specifications of the card are given in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Specifications of the DAQ card PCI-MIO-16E-4 
Specifications  
Input characteristics 
1. Number of channels 
2. Type of ADC 
3. Resolution 
4. Max sampling rate 
5. Input coupling 




12 bits, 1 in 4096 





1. Number of channels 
2. Compatibility 
3. Power-on state 
4. Input Low voltage 
5. Input High voltage 
 
8 input/ output 
TTL/CMOS 
Input (High-Z) 
0.0 to 0.8 V  
2.0 to 5.0 V  
Slew rate 20 V/? s 
Power requirement +5VDC (0.9 A) 
 
After a series of exercises on the essentials of LabVIEW through the tutorials provided 
on the website of National Instruments [11], the students will first design the program 
which runs on the server side to implement the intelligent vibration monitor system.  It 
comprises the main steps, as shown in Figure 2.1, necessary to implement the two 
modes of the system.  The monitoring system is test-run locally first, on test data files 
as well as on the actual shaker table, to ensure that the system works in the two modes 
accordingly. Thereafter, the system is tested from a remote client connected to the 
Internet using a regular web-browser, to verify that the two modes can be operated 
remotely. In what follows, snapshots of the system at the client’s side will be presented 
in order. 
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Figure 2.7: Shaker table test-bed 
2.4.1 Initiating a Session 
At the client’s side, the user will initiate a new session from a web browser, by 
specifying the URL of the server. The access authentication security scheme will be 
used to enable access to authorized users. The front panel (Figure 2.1), serving as the 
user interface, will then be served from which the user can initiate either of the modes.  
2.4.2 Learning Mode 
In the learning mode, the shaker table is set to receive the “normal” sinusoidal input at 
a fixed frequency (15 Hz) which emulates the “normal” working conditions of the 
machine. An example of the user-interface, as presented to the user in this mode, is 
shown in Figure 2.8. The vibration signature, in the form of the vibration spectrum [9], 
is derived from the vibration signals with the machine running under these “normal” 
conditions. The exact alarm threshold settings can be easily adjusted through the 
reference spectrum equalizers, thus producing the reference spectrum which can be 
displayed together with the spectrum of the actual vibration signals as shown in Figure 
2.8. By clicking on the Reference Spectrum Reset switch, the reference information 
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thus derived will be stored in a data-file residing in the server. This reference 
information can be later loaded for analysis purposes when running the monitoring 
mode of the program. 
2.4.3 Monitoring Mode 
Following the learning mode, the user should put the program to run continuously in 
the monitoring mode. If the vibration spectrum computed is within the reference 
envelope, no alarm will be generated since the machine is deemed to be operating 
normally, as shown in Figure 2.9. When the spectrum changes (for example, as a result 
of using a new input sequence emulating  the occurrence of an abnormal event), the 
resultant vibration spectrum computed exceeds the acceptable threshold, thus 
triggering the alarm signal, as shown in Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.8: Snapshot of the interface when the system is in the learning mode with 
the shaker receiving a 15Hz sinusoidal signal 
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Figure 2.9: Snapshot of the interface when the system is in the monitoring mode 
with the shaker receiving a 15Hz sinusoidal signal 
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Figure 2.10: Snapshot of the interface when the system is in the monitoring mode 
with the shaker receiving a 15Hz square wave signal 
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Figure 2.11: Snapshot of the interface when the system is in the monitoring mode 
with the shaker receiving a 17 Hz sinusoidal signal  
2.5 Conclusions 
The development of a “mechatronic” experiment toward an intelligent vibration 
monitoring system for remote vibration signature analysis via the Internet has been 
presented. A vibration signature analysis approach is used in the frequency domain to 
determine the health of the machine, based on FFT analysis of only the vibration 
signals. The entire system uses only off-the-shelves components and can be applied to 
an existing mechnical system without disturbing its normal operation. The LabVIEW 
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G-Web server powered system also enables users to interactively configure the 
thresholds and continuously monitor distributed mechnical system from anywhere with 
an access to the Internet. The system also can serve as a platform for future research 
that may focus on vibration control and reduction. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
INTERNET BASED RESEARCH RESOURCES SHARING 
AND LEASING SYSTEM 
3.1 Introduction  
An important part of an engineering research work is the final experimental 
verification of the developed results. This experimental test is useful and necessary to 
support the research findings and claims, and it will serve to instill a sense of 
confidence in possible downstream users of the technology. Since research is usually 
of a specialized nature, the equipment resources to enable these experiments are 
usually also of a specialized or customized nature in order to clearly bring forth the 
potential contributions beneficial to the real world. Since a research focus can be a 
rather dynamic one, the relevance of the experimental setup is limited and its 
continued usage can be rather limited. This means a high depreciation in value after the 
initial purchase of the equipment, and correspondingly, low cost-effectiveness 
associated with the purchase of dedicated equipment.  
Short term leasing of such dedicated equipment for research purposes will be very 
useful in a university and research environment, as far as time-limited use of these 
equipment for research verification is concerned. With the advent in information 
technology (IT), available infrastructure and technologies are well poised to facilitate 
such resources sharing and leasing without having to physically relocate them [13-15],  
opening vast possibilities for implementation of Internet-based resources 
sharing/leasing systems. Distance learning is one beneficiary of this technology, since 
teaching and even laboratory practice can be done remotely [16]-[24]. In this chapter, 
the development of an Internet-based resources sharing and leasing system for research 
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purposes will be presented. The system allows researchers worldwide to have access to 
a rich variety of equipment resources for their research without having to commit to a 
long term cost by way of purchase, especially if the equipment is deemed to be of 
limited use. This virtual library of rich resources can belong to a single entity or it may 
be a “world-wide laboratory” constructed from a consortium of participating parties, 
each with their own resources linked via the Internet such that to a user, he only has a 
single interface with the library without having to know who the associated resource 
belongs. Under this system, a potential user can apply to the system administrator for 
membership and will be assigned consequently with a member rights to access the 
system. The details and specifications of the equipment can be all available on the 
main server hosted by the administrator. The member may book to use a particular 
equipment and the time slot to operate it. He can download the necessary codes to run 
the equipment, modify them to include his algorithms and test sequences and upload 
them to the server to run on the actual system. Real-time video of the experiment can 
be delivered right to his monitor. The member can also specify the experimental results 
and parameters to be subsequently made available to him for his research 
documentation. Finally, he can be charged an amount for the type and time duration of 
the resources he has used. The work will present the key components of such a system, 
using for illustration an example of a leasing system for researchers working in the 
control engineering area. 
3.2 Overview of the Resources Sharing/Leasing System 
The resources sharing/leasing system can comprise multiple distributed resources 
under the management of a main server. Physically, these resources can be located in 
different vicinities, even on different continents. Figure 3.1 shows the overall 
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configuration of the system. In this work, we will consider such a system for control 
engineering research [16] which focuses on control algorithms design to meet certain 
objectives. The main server will maintain a user database which records information 
relating to both the available resources and the members. The resource information 
includes the IP address and operational schedule specific to each distributed control 
server, the applicable charges and other equipment-specific parameters and 
specifications which the user should know. The member information will include the 
account name, password, and other information to facilitate the bill accounting 
process. The main server will route the user to the appropriate control server to which 
the selected equipment is connected.  
The individual remote control servers will serve to accept the user-designed control 
algorithm, execute it on the appropriate apparatus, and log the control results and 
experiment duration and charges to be provided to the user. It allows the users access 
to sample control algorithms and guidelines for the users to be able to design their 
control algorithms which will be subsequently uploaded from the user to the control 
server. In order for this aspect to function efficiently, a standard control platform has to 
be maintained at each control server. In addition, key parameters such as input, output 
and sampling variables have to be standardized and users have to conform to them 
when developing their algorithms, so that these algorithms can be executed properly on 
the control server. 
The Internet serves as the backbone of the whole system, linking the main server to 
clients located all over the world, as well as the control servers and the available and 
distributed resources. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the data flow within the system. 
On the client’s side, the user uses a web browser to link to the main server. For the 
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actual operations, the server will route the user to the appropriate control server 
accordingly. Through the web browser, the user will provide his desired control 
actions and receive the control results. The LabVIEW run time engine is installed to 
ensure efficient and secure data transmission.  
 
Figure 3.1: Overview of the Resource Sharing/Leasing System 
Across the Internet, the control server runs a LabVIEW G-Web server to feed web 
pages to browsers around the world. The control server serves as the connecting 
medium between the user and the remote machine. It also runs a FTP server to provide 
file system operations to authenticated users via the Internet.  
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Figure 3.2: Data Flow between Client and Control Server 
3.2.1 Hardware Requirements 
The key control components necessary at the control server include typically a 
Personal Computer (PC), data acquisition (DAQ) card and accessories (in this case, 
DAQ cards from National Instruments are used), power supplies, and possibly web-
cameras to provide video transmission of the operations to the user where necessary.  
In the area of control engineering research, possible equipment resources which can be 
put together can comprise a rich set of system with different dynamics: single-input-
single-output (SISO) systems, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems, linear 
systems, nonlinear systems, interacting systems, large scale discrete-event systems etc. 
Such systems can be derived from different kinds of motors, process control apparatus, 
single or co-operating robots, and large-scale assembly and manufacturing processes. 
The user to such a resources sharing and leasing system will be able to use these 
resources to test and generate his control results, and incur only a small fraction of the 
costs otherwise necessary to acquire the equipment. The equipment is connected to the 
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DAQ card within the PC and through this DAQ card, electrical control and 
measurement signals are transmitted to and from the equipment. The PC which is 
linked to the Internet, is used primarily for data acquisition and control of the remote 
machine, although it also serves an administrative function of accounting for the 
amount of resources usage by the user. 
3.2.2 Software Requirements 
To allow users to control the equipment remotely, a software to create an interaction 
between the user and the hardware is necessary. In this particular case, LabVIEW 6.1 
is used. It operates the DAQ card to control the equipment and also run a web server to 
communicate with the clients.   
To enable the user to download and upload the algorithms, an FTP server is installed 
and run with pre-configured security settings to protect the local file system from 
malicious access. Windows NetMeeting is used to for video transmission to feed the 
user with live video of the remote operations. On the client’s side, all he needs to 
install is LabVIEW running under windows operating system, and a DAQ add-on 
component to manipulate the sample control programs. These requirements are rather 
mild and should be easily satisfied. 
3.3 User Interface 
The procedures to use the resources maintained on the system comprise three main 
steps as depicted in Figure 3.3. First, the user logs on to the host web page, as shown in 
Figure 3.4. From this page, he can view the resources available to him and select the 
resource needed. Upon selection, he will be redirected to the home page provided by 
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the control server. From this page, he will be able to access the FTP page to download 
sample files by following the appropriate link on the page. Downloading of the sample 
files does not require authorization. However, uploading of the user’s control 
algorithm requires the user to be registered with the administrator. Figure 3.5 shows a 
typical home page at a particular control server for a DC motor [14] setup.  
 
Figure 3.3: Main User Steps 
Users can download sample programs from the source directory and modify them 
locally in their own machines, adhering to the standard key parameters necessary for 
the program to work. When the final program is uploaded to the target directory in the 
server, the user program can be run on the equipment. Figure 3.6 shows the file 
directories accessible to users for the file transfer. Figure 3.7 shows the diagram of a 
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sample file containing sufficient information for the user to proceed with the design of 
his control algorithm. 
 
Figure 3.4: Home Page on the Main Server 
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Figure 3.5: Home Page at the Control Server for DC Motor Control 
 
Figure 3.6: File Directories for the Source (sample) and Final Programs 
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Figure 3.7: Sample Source Code for DC Motor Control 
After the user has uploaded the final control program to the target directory, the user 
can invoke a CGI (Common Gateway Interface) program which will execute the 
program and redirect the user to the control web page. The new web page will load the 
user program and embed an appropriate control front panel. The user thus assumes 
control of the equipment via this panel. A typical control panel for the DC motor 
control server is shown in Figure 3.8. 
Once the user has cleared an authentication procedure, he can initiate the control 
operations by clicking on the START button. In the video window on the left side of the 
panel, real-time video images of the remote operations can be transmitted to the user. 
The parameters listed on the panel can be adjusted manually throughout the process. 
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When sufficient information has been collected or the desired performance is achieved, 
the user can click on the STOP button to stop the process. The SAVE RESULT button 
will trigger a function to write the required results into an ASCII file which will be 
made available to the user. The file will also contain the resources usage information 
necessary for the accounting process.  
 
Figure 3.8: Snapshot of the Front Panel for DC Motor Control  
Figure 3.9 shows typical control numerical results contained within the logged file. It 
is in spreadsheet format can be analyzed by any software to get the precise 
performance of the control method. 
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Figure 3.9: Snapshot of the Control Results  
3.4 Security and Accounting Issues 
Security is one key consideration in the setup of an Internet-based system, since the 
system is expected to be accessed by a huge number of people all over the world. The 
integrity of the system should be ensured through the use of user authentication 
schemes and security access control methods for the servers. Intellectual Property 
Rights (IPRs) associated with the members’ programs should be properly addressed 
too. The measure adopted here is to remove the customized programs once the user has 
completed his session on the control server. Operational safety is another issue 
concerning safety, since equipment is expected to be operated remotely without on-site 
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supervision. At the remote sites, it may be necessary to have hard protection measures 
in place to cut-off operations when safety limits are breached.  
The usage charges can be based on the time duration, which is from the time the user 
assumes control over the equipment to the instant when it is freed to be available to 
other users. The time duration can be calculated from the log file in the G-Web server. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this work, the development of an Internet-based resources sharing/leasing system 
useful for a university or research environment is presented. Such a system allows a 
user to access a rich variety of equipment resources without having to incur high 
acquisition costs. The principles of the system, the hardware and software 
requirements as well as operational details have been elaborated, using a system for 
control engineering equipment resources for illustration. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
BLUETOOTH AND WAP BASED HOME AUTOMATION 
SYSTEM 
4.1 Introduction  
It has always been one of Mankind’s greatest dreams to have an intelligent home. This 
is clearly depicted in many Hollywood movies such as the Jetsons and Back To The 
Future II where futuristic homes are featured as highly intelligent and automatic. Clear 
benefits such as the convenience and comfort brought by home automation have fueled 
the development of such systems over the past decade, as well as the possibilities for 
remote operations of day to day home processes at home such as remote gardening and 
pet feeding. 
The Internet has significantly changed the way people work and live, and is expected 
to continue to expand on its influence together with other complementary and 
emerging technologies. The use of the Internet for computing, communicating, and 
entertaining is now so pervasive that an Internet-enabled PC can now be considered an 
essential and commonplace item within the household. The home PC has, thus far, 
mainly functioned as a work and play station. However, with the extent of Internet 
access these days, and the advent in wireless communication, it is now possible for a 
user to access and activate facilities in the home from almost any part of the world, via 
the same home PC. 
Home automation [25] involves the use of microprocessor-based intelligence to 
integrate or control electronic products and systems in the home. The products and 
systems which have already been controlled or integrated include floodlights, coffee 
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makers, computers, security systems, heating and cooling systems, lighting control 
systems, and audio/video (home theatre) systems. To facilitate cross communication in 
a whole-house network, the home automation community is attempting to develop 
some technological standard - in the form of a chip – which can be built into home 
electronics. In the last decade, multiple home control standards have emerged. Some 
wired standards get the early commercial application, like X-10 [26], SMART 
HOUSE® [27], Consumer Electronics Bus (CEBus® [28]), LonWorks system [29], 
Simple Control Protocol (SCP), HomePlug Powerline, etc. Subsequently, new wireless 
standards evolved to circumvent the trouble of wiring all the home devices together 
with cables. Wireless standards like the Infrared, HomeRF, Bluetooth, Wireless 
Ethernet (IEEE802.11B) and Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) have seen great 
utilization in the home automation industry. 
This chapter addresses the remote monitoring and control of a home network of 
electrical devices, leveraging on the wireless technologies of Bluetooth and WAP. 
Only one Internet-enabled PC is required which monitors and controls a network of 
distributed home devices. These devices can be modern devices with a built-in 
Bluetooth communication module, or they can be conventional ones fitted with a 
separate control embedded module interfaced to a Bluetooth transceiver. The desired 
objective is to ensure that the system will be able to work in most existing homes 
reliably and conveniently, with minimum modifications to the houses, especially in 
terms of hard wirings. Implementation details and operation procedures are particularly 
highlighted. 
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4.2 Bluetooth and WAP 
Bluetooth and WAP constitute the two core communication standards utilized in the 
development of the home automation system. In this section, a brief overview of 
Bluetooth and WAP will be provided. 
4.2.1 Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is a standard for a small, cheap radio chip to be plugged into devices such as 
computers, printers, mobile phones, etc., although the range will soon be expanded to 
include common household devices. It is defined for small-form factor, low-cost, low-
power, short range (up to 10 meters or 33 feet) links between mobile devices. The 
name comes from a Danish Viking and King, Harold Bluetooth, who united and 
controlled Denmark and Norway. Hence, the use of this name is inspired by a desire to 
unite devices through Bluetooth. 
The Bluetooth technology is the result of a co-operation between leaders in the 
telecommunication and computer industries. It enables home networking users to 
connect a wide range of computing and telecommunication devices easily and simply 
eliminating the need to purchase proprietary or additional cabling to connect individual 
devices. It delivers opportunities for rapid ad hoc connections, and the possibility of 
automatic and self-initiated connections among devices. Since Bluetooth can be used 
for a variety of purposes, it will also potentially replace multiple cable connections via 
a single radio link. Bluetooth is promoted and adopted by a group of companies called 
the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG). The Bluetooth SIG produced over 400 
pages of profiles (published as volume 2 of the 1.1 specification) [30] that are intended 
to promote interoperability. Cross-platform, cross-vendor interoperability is a 
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fundamental objective of the technology and a goal shared by many vendors. This is a 
very important feature of Bluetooth as it allows future home devices manufactured by 
different vendors to talk to each other, thus making the integration of the devices into a 
home automation system (powered by Bluetooth) a seamless process. 
4.2.2 Overview of the Protocol Stack 
The Bluetooth system architecture is segmented into various almost independent layers 
for conceptual ease of description. These layers are described in detail in the core 
Bluetooth specifications. The design specifications also describe certain properties for 
certain common classes of applications to be implemented over Bluetooth to achieve 
uniformity across diverse manufacturers. The basic protocol stack consists is shown in 
Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1: Bluetooth Protocol Stack  
The Figure 4.1shows that the protocol stack consists of a radio layer at the bottom that 
forms the physical connection interface. The baseband and Link Manager Protocol 
(LMP) that reside over it are basically meant to establish and control links between 
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Bluetooth devices. These three bottom layers are typically implemented in 
hardware/firmware. The Host Controller layer is required to interface the Bluetooth 
hardware to the upper protocol-L2CAP (Logical Link Control and Adaptation 
Protocol). The host controller is required only when the L2CAP resides in software in 
the host. If the L2CAP is also on the Bluetooth module, this layer may not be required 
as then the L2CAP can directly communicate with the LMP and baseband. 
Applications reside above L2CAP. 
4.2.3 Establishing a connection in Bluetooth  
The basic procedures to be followed by two or more Bluetooth devices to start a 
connection between them are as follows. Consider the following scenario: A person 
walks in to a hotel lobby and wants to access her email over her Bluetooth enabled 
device, which could be a laptop or a Personal Digital Assistant. What would she have 
to do? Depending on the implementation, she would be clicking on a menu or an email 
application icon. The device would automatically carry out the following steps, (except 
perhaps for the authentication step if the device has come to the environment for the 
first time): 
Inquiry: The device on reaching a new environment would automatically initiated an 
inquiry to find out what access points are within its range. (If not, it’ll do so when the 
email application asks for a link.) This will result in the following events: - all nearby 
access points respond with their addresses. - the device picks one out the responding 
devices. 
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Paging: The device will invoke a baseband procedure called paging. This results in 
synchronization of the device with the access point, in terms of its clock offset and 
phase in the frequency hop, among other required initializations. 
Link establishment: The LMP will now establish a link with the access point. As the 
application in this case is email, an ACL link will be used. Various setup steps will be 
carried out as described below. 
Service Discovery: The LMP will use the SDP (Service Discovery Protocol) to 
discover what services are available from the access point, in particular whether email 
access or access to the relevant host is possible from this access point or not. Let us 
assume that the service is available, otherwise, the application cannot proceed further. 
The information regarding the other services offered at the access point may be 
presented to the user. 
L2CAP channel: With information obtained from SDP, the device will create an 
L2CAP channel to the access point. This may be directly used by the application or 
another protocol like RFCOMM may be run over it.  
RFCOMM channel: Depending on the need of the email application an RFCOMM or 
other channel (in case of other applications) will be created over the L2CAP channel. 
This feature allows existing applications developed for serial ports to run without 
modification over Bluetooth platforms. 
Security: If the access point restricts its access to a particular set of users or otherwise 
offers secure mode communications to people having some prior registration with it, 
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then at this stage, the access point will send a security request for “pairing”. This will 
be successful if the user knows the correct PIN code to access the service. Note that the 
PIN is not transmitted over the wireless channel but another key generated from it is 
used, so that the PIN is difficult to compromise. Encryption will be invoked if secure 
mode is used. 
In the above procedure, user interaction is required only at the usual login for his email 
and additionally for the security to be implemented. The remaining steps are 
automatic. 
The basic form of network supported by Bluetooth is Piconet. A basic piconet may 
contain two connected devices and it may grow to contain eight connected devices; 
one master and up to seven slaves. All users participating on the same piconet are 
synchronized to this hopping sequence. Figure 4.2 depicts the structure of a typical 
piconet. 
 
Figure 4.2: Connections in a Piconet 
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4.2.4 WAP 
WAP is an open, global specification that empowers mobile users with wireless 
devices to easily access and interact with information and services instantly. It is 
developed with the initial purpose of defining an industry-wide specification for 
developing applications over wireless communications networks. The WAP 
specifications define a set of protocols in application, session, transaction, security, and 
transport layers, which enable operators, manufacturers, and applications providers to 
meet the challenges in advanced wireless service differentiation and fast/flexible 
service creation.  
WAP bridges the gap between the mobile world and the Internet as well as corporate 
intranets and offers the ability to deliver an unlimited range of mobile value-added 
services to subscribers’ independent of their network, bearer, and terminal. Mobile 
subscribers can access the same wealth of information from a pocket-sized device as 
they can from the desktop. The information delivering process between the mobile user 
and the Internet is shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3: WAP Operational Model 
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The WAP standard is based on Internet standards (HTML, XML and TCP/IP). It 
consists of a Wireless Markup Language (WML) specification, a WML Script 
specification, and a Wireless Telephony Application Interface (WTAI) specification. 
WAP offers great advantages in wireless applications because it utilizes binary 
transmission for greater compression of data and is optimized for long latency and low 
bandwidth to meet the unique constraints of the wireless environment: low bandwidth, 
high latency, and less connection stability. 
In this work, Bluetooth and WAP technology are used jointly to achieve a remotely 
controllable smart home. The two technologies fundamentally address different 
aspects, a smaller home network area linked via Bluetooth, and a larger external area 
linked to the home via WAP. The system configurations (hardware and software) that 
coordinate operations between these two components will be illustrated in the 
following sections. 
4.3 System Architecture 
The overall hardware configuration, necessary and used in the development of the 
home automation system, is shown in Figure 4.4, consisting of a host home PC linked 
to the Internet by a broadband connection or a modem and individual home devices. 
These home devices can be naturally embedded with Bluetooth transceiver and 
controller, or they can be conventional ones linked to an additional embedded Linux-
based controller with a small separate Bluetooth transceiver. The host computer 
operates on a RedHat 6.2 platform with kernel of version 2.4.2. The embedded Linux-
based controller runs a Linux 2.4.14 operation system. 
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Figure 4.4: Overall Configuration 
Back in the house, the control of Bluetooth enabled devices in the automation system 
is carried out through the collaboration among three software modules installed in the 
Host PC, as depicted in Figure 4.5. The apache server, as the graphical user-interface 
of the system, feeds WML pages to remote users’ hand-held devices and receives 
control commands from the user. The commands are delivered through the Bluetooth 
driver to individual target devices under the management of the MySQL server. Details 
of the operations are presented in section 4.4. 
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Figure 4.5: Operational Structure of the Home Automation System  
The hardware configuration of the back end Bluetooth network or piconet is shown in 
Figure 4.6. The host computer has a Bluetooth transceiver module at the serial port. 
Apart from the usual PC applications, it acts as a central controller monitoring and 
controlling the network of home devices. Following commands wirelessly 
communicated from the PC which are received through the respective Bluetooth 
transceivers, these devices are controlled via the Linux-based control modules.  
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Figure 4.6: Home Devices Linked via the Bluetooth Network  
4.3.1 The Embedded-Linux Controller 
The Linux-based controller uses a processor-embedded developer board manufactured 
by Axis [31]. The board uses a 100MHz 32-bit RISC ETRAX 100LX processor with 
common interface ports like the RS232, RS485, parallel port and Ethernet port. The 
physical appearance of the developer board is depicted in Figure 4.7. It is attached to a 
Bluetooth transceiver module at the serial port to communicate with the host computer 
wirelessly. 
 
Figure 4.7: Linux-based Control Module 
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4.3.2 The Bluetooth Modul e 
The Bluetooth communication module, shown in Figure 4.8, used in this work, is 
manufactured by Sigma ComTec [32]. The module is based on Bluetooth version 1.1. 
The Bluetooth module connected to the home server PC is slightly different from those 
connected to devices in that it supports multi-point connection. This multi-point 
connection feature enables the master Bluetooth module to communicate 
simultaneously with up to seven slave modules that are plugged to individual devices. 
It should be noted, however, that the actual number of devices that can be controlled in 
a system can be more than seven. This can be achieved by disconnecting idle devices 
first and then connected to new desired devices. Given the infrequent control signal 
handlings in a home automation environment, this device-shifting scheme is 
achievable. 
 
Figure 4.8: Bluetooth Transceiver Module 
4.3.3 Test Devices 
A simple switching device can be constructed to facilitate the switching on and off of 
conventional AC devices used at home using only DC signals. The circuitry of the 
switch is given in Figure 4.9. The switch will be controlled by the Linux-based 
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controller to transmit or terminate AC power delivery to the respective device. By 
sustaining a 5V signal at the input of the optic-isolator MOC3010, the TRIAC will be 
turned on, hence switching on the device. On the other hand, a ground signal will 












Figure 4.9: Switching Circuit for Controlling AC Power 
The electrical power supplied to a home device can thus be controlled by plugging its 
power leads into the socket of the device as depicted in Figure 4.10. This means that 
existing home devices (AC and DC) as well as future ones to be Bluetooth enabled can 
all be part of the home automation network. Examples of such devices which can be 
used in the test of this remote control system include the electric kettle, auto-gate, 
lighting and heating systems. 
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Figure 4.10: Anatomy of the switching device  
As another test device used in this remote home control system, a remote controlled 
fish feeder is developed. The fish feeder is converted from an automatic pound feeder, 
as shown in Figure 4.11, which is basically a feed-drum attached to a quartz clock. The 
feed-drum can be rotated either on a regular or a controlled basis, and thus can 
automatically serve food to fish on a regular and automatic basis.  
 
Figure 4.11: Automated Fish Feeder 
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Figure 4.12 depicts the construction of the feeder. A DC motor is used to drive the 
feed-drum through a gear system. The power supply to the DC motor is controlled by a 
Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR). By applying a high voltage on the control pole of 
the SCR, the DC motor will rotate the feed drum to synchronise the serving of fish 
food. A logic circuit is implemented mainly to reset the feed-drum to initial position 
each time it completes one serving. The position of the drum is detected by attaching a 
copper sheet to the drum at the mouth of the feeding tube and another two separate 
sheets to the feeder’s body. One of the copper sheets attached to the feeder’s body is 
grounded, so when the tip of the feeding tube reaches the upper most position, the 
copper sheet shorts the two separated ones and gives a low signal, indicating that the 
initial position has been reached. This home signal is labeled ZeroP  (Zero Position) and 
is used jointly with the control signal (ParaPort) from the Linux-based control module 
to realize the desired scheme. The truth table and the control logic are shown in Table 
4.1. In this way, when the control signal from the control module is set to high, the fish 
feeder begins serving food. When this signal is set to low, the feeder will home in to 
the initial position. This enables the user to feed the fish at any time and to dispense a 
desired amount. 
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of the Fish Feeder 
Table 4.1: Control Logic of Fish Feeder 
 
4.4 Software Implementation Details 
The software architecture is shown in Figure 4.13. It is essentially made up of three 
components, the front end graphical user interface on the mobile phone, the back end 
home automation system server and the device terminal programs. The home 
automation server is the pivot of the whole system, serving as the intelligence center 
between the mobile clients and the network of devices at home. The server is linked to 
the mobile phone clients through a WAP connection and to the home devices through 
Bluetooth wireless connections. 
ZeroP  ParaPort  1?nOut  nOut  
ANY 1 ANY 1 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
?  )( 1??? nn OutZeroPParaPortOut ?  
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Figure 4.13: Software Interaction of the Subsystems 
4.4.1 Front End GUI 
The front end Graphical User Interface (GUI) is implemented using WML, a markup 
language that is based on XML (Extensible Markup Language) [33]. The official 
WML specification is developed and maintained by the WAP Forum, an industry-wide 
consortium founded by Nokia, Phone.com, Motorola, and Ericsson. This specification 
defines the syntax, variables, and elements used in a valid WML file. A valid WML 
document must correspond to the specification or it cannot be processed. 
The user interface allows user input from the phone keypads using input fields and 
presents data in the form of static text, tables, hyperlinks and monochrome images. 
Figure 4.14 shows the user interface on a WAP enabled PDA (Personal Digital 
Assistant) emulator. 
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Figure 4.14: GUI on a PDA emulator 
4.4.2 Back End Server 
The home server functions as the central controller of the home automation system. It 
interacts with the remote user through WAP to receive commands from the remote 
user and feedback information from the home devices to his handheld mobile device. 
At the same time, locally, the server manages the smooth operations of the various 
home devices via direct wireless commands and status updates. 
In order to perform all these operations, different softwares are installed, including a 
MySQL database server, an Apache HTTP server, a PHP server and the Bluetooth 
driver stack, as depicted in Figure 4.13. 
The Apache HTTP server provides the WML codes for the WAP pages. To enable the 
WML codes, entries of supported format should be added to the existing format 
configuration file. Like most HTTP server applications, this Apache server is powered 
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with a Database server and a PHP server (PERL, PHP, ASP or CGI, depending on 
personal preference). 
The MySQL database server stores critical information of the users’ account names 
and passwords, the devices’ Bluetooth chip addresses which is used to identify 
different Bluetooth modules within a piconet, and the command set and status for each 
device. Thus, when a new Bluetooth-enabled device is to be added into the home 
automation network, the user only needs to include the Bluetooth chip’s physical 
address and its command set into the database. 
The PHP server work jointly with the Apache server to transmit data between the 
mobile client, the Bluetooth driver stack and the database. The PHP language is 
equipped with functions which can capture key variables from a webpage, search 
databases and enable communication through sockets. 
The interaction of these four software subsets will be elaborated in subsequent 
sections. 
4.4.3 Device Terminal Programs 
A terminal program runs within each device. The program is configured in the Linux 
environment to run continuously and also to auto-start when the embedded is rebooted. 
The program comprises of the Bluetooth driver stack and the device driver. Under the 
Linux platform, the hardware can be I/O mapped to a file. Thus, the Bluetooth driver 
just needs to write the commands to that file to control the associated device. 
Similarly, the Bluetooth driver monitors the device by reading its status from the files. 
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4.4.4 Unique Identification of Devices 
The home devices are designed to run in a typical Bluetooth network, or piconet. A 
piconet connection is the basic form of network topology that is established between a 
master device, which controls the network, and up to a maximum of seven active slave 
devices that communicate with the master when permitted. Slave devices do not 
communicate with one another directly. 
Unlike the fixed wired home automation system based on a serial port-extension 
adapter, the variable multi-point connection in a wireless environment requires 
identification of connected device each time before sending a command. This is 
because while there is only one physical address associated with the host PC, i.e., the 
serial port through which the Bluetooth module is connected to the host PC, the other 
Bluetooth enabled devices have virtual addresses that can change from time to time. In 
the absence of a fixed physical connection, sending commands without first checking 
the target device’s status may mis-direct commands to the wrong device. To prevent 
such scenarios from happening, a device tracking mechanism is designed and 
integrated into the Bluetooth driver stack. 
Under this mechanism, a special variable “line” is used to identify the active device 
connected on each RF channel. When a device is first connected, it is assigned with a 
unique RF channel, and its unique channel number, or “line” number, can be used to 
differentiate target devices.  Since there are maximum seven active RF channels, each 
can be assigned a “line” number ranging from zero to six (A value of “-1” for “line” 
indicates no connection established). This variable “line”, together with the device’s 
name and its Bluetooth module’s physical address (BT_ADDR), are stored in the 
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database server. Therefore, when the host PC needs to send a command to a certain 
device, say the Pet_Feeder, it will first search in the database for the Pet_Feeder’s 
“line” number, say 3. Then if the “line” is non-negative, which means the target device 
is already connected,  the PHP server will replace the device’s name” Pet_Feeder” 
with the “line” number, so the command is changed to 3Open and sent to the 
Bluetooth driver. The Bluetooth driver will parse the command and  pick out the first 
figure, i.e. the “line” number 3. The rest part of the command, Open, will therefore 
reach the pet feeder which is connected through RF channel 3! The whole logic is 
depicted in Figure 4.15. The Bluetooth modules’ unique physical addresses are written 
into database by the user and are used to initiate connections between host PC and 
devices. When more than seven devices are involved, certain devices that are less real-
time critical or infrequently controlled must be disconnected first to release the 
channels for new devices. This process is managed by MySQL server, which stores 
priority level and connection status of each Bluetooth enabled devices. This, of course, 
will inevitably cause delay from the perspective of the end user since it takes about 
three seconds to establish a connection to a new device. 
When the host PC is receiving feedbacks from target devices, this process is just 
reversed, i.e. source of feedback is traced back by the “line” it uses. 
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Figure 4.15: Device Tracking Mechanism 
4.4.5 Communication and Operational Details  
Back End Connections 
The Bluetooth application developed resides at the top of the host stack and it makes 
use of the protocol components making up the stack to establish connection between 
the master and slave devices. 
The application program communicates with the stack using function calls and the 
stack communicates with the former using event triggers. In establishing the 
connection, the program undergoes the steps which are outlined below: 
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Inquiry: After initializing all the necessary components in the stack, the host PC’s 
Bluetooth device will begin a device discovery (or inquiry). It will determine the addresses 
of other Bluetooth devices in the vicinity as well as their capability using the class of 
device (CoD) information. Other devices wishing to reveal their presence within a 10-
metre service area respond with messages containing their unique address, as well as 
information indicating service supported and attributes of the service. 
Service Search: Upon obtaining the Bluetooth address of the slave device in the 
vicinity, the host Bluetooth module will search the service discovery server of the 
slave to get information. Requests are made to the LAP (Link Access Protocol) to 
reveal further information about the services offered. Important information presented 
to the master includes not only the services offered but also the way that the master 
must establish a client connection to the LAP, which can change dynamically. In this 
work, connection will be made by an emulated serial link and thus two pieces of 
information are of interest here: existence of a serial port profile on the server and the 
“line”, or channel number to connect to at the RFCOMM (Radio Frequency 
Communication) level. 
Emulated Serial Connection: With the necessary information obtained, the master 
attempts to access the slaves and does so by sending a connection request to establish 
an L2CAP (Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol) connection. Once this is 
completed, an RFCOMM connection is requested. The RFCOMM connection can then 
be established upon acknowledgement from the slave. 
Application Layer: Next, the application on the host connects to the device’s module 
on the emulated serial connection, initializing a service database with information 
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about the service provided by the device and the command set accepted by the device. 
In particular for the switching device in this work, the command set of “Turn on” and 
“Turn off” will switch on and off the electrical device respectively. 
Security 
On the client side, a user begins a session with the home automation system by logging 
into the system with his mobile device.  
 
Figure 4.16: Authentication Process 
 
Figure 4.17: Screenshot of an Authentication Process on a WAP Phone  
Since Internet is a public network, security measures have to be used to protect the 
backend home automation system from unauthorized access. It would be catastrophic 
if an unauthorized user can access to the system illegally, doing things like opening the 
door of the house. A screenshot of the authentication procedure (Figure 4.16) in 
process is shown in Figure 4.17. 
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The WAP specifications do not include a basic authentication scheme like its HTTP 
counterpart. As a result, security in the system is enforced through verification of the 
information of the users and their passwords stored in the MySQL database on the host 
computer. 
CGI Program 
CGI is used to run an application on the host computer, creating connections to the 
Bluetooth devices. In this work, the CGI program is written using PHP. 
Having successfully log on to the system, the CGI program will communicate with the 
application program server. A command will be issued to the server, requesting to 
search for all Bluetooth devices available in the system in the MySQL database. The 
names of the devices will be fed back to the client WAP browser in the form of WML 
as shown in Figure 4.18. 
 
Figure 4.18: Screenshot of the WAP Interface Showing the Devices Connected  
Upon selecting the device to connect to, a menu of the functions that can be executed 
on the device will be shown on the graphical user interface. By selecting “Connect”, 
the host’s automation application will start to connect the Bluetooth module on the 
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device. Upon successful connection, a feedback can be received indicating 
“Connection Done”. The two steps are depicted in Figure 4.19. 
 
Figure 4.19: Screenshot of the Connection Process  
Upon clicking on the hyperlinks in the menu page shown in Figure 4.19, the user will 
be able to switch on and off the electrical device easily. Figure 4.20 shows the 
feedback messages following the two control commands respectively. 
       
Figure 4.20: Screenshot of the Device Status Feedback 
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4.5 Evaluation of the System 
WAP emulators, foreign web-based WAP emulators and actual WAP-enabled mobile 
phones are used to test the system. Figure 4.21 shows the test of the system using an 
actual  hand-phone. 
 
Figure 4.21: Scenario Test 
A system, based on the Internet, is subject to its limitations. Internet delay caused by 
unpredictable network traffic is the number one problem facing Internet applications. 
The response of the local WAP emulator is almost instantaneous whereas their 
overseas counterpart responds a few seconds slower. Nonetheless, the delay is still 
within tolerable standards. 
In addition to meeting or exceeding the capabilities of conventional home automation 
systems running on wires, the system presented here is fully wireless. The integration 
of home devices into the system is made easy as it obliterate the need for any 
retrofitting of the house. 
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4.6 Future Trend 
The development work presented in this chapter represents only a small but significant 
step in the evolution of Internet based home automation systems. Though the pilot 
system explored in this work merely switches on and off electrical devices, it can be 
extended to controlling the speed of fan, remotely controlling a video recorder and 
many other applications by modifying existing home devices to render it Bluetooth-
enabled, similar to the retrofitting done to the pet-feeder device in this work. More 
work can be involved and more complicated command set might be used to achieve 
high level tasks of control. However, with the increasing adoption of Bluetooth 
standard among home device manufacturers, this lightens the load of the integrator 
whereby in the near future, a home device in the home network can be easily 
controlled with interoperability guaranteed by Bluetooth. All that is required would be 
the host computer issuing commands specified in its profile to control the Bluetooth-
enabled device. 
4.6.1 Jini 
Bluetooth, being a connectivity tool, can serve as a physical medium for other 
emerging technologies that will enhance the service of the home automation system. 
One such technology is the Sun Microsystem’s Jini technology [33]. The Jini system is 
a Java-centric system on the network, assuming and requiring that the communication 
between a client and the services used by that client are accomplished through a Java 
interface. 
Therefore when a device is needed, it is plugged into the network and Jini downloads 
the needed information to connect it. As a result, device A can communicate with 
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device B that it has never before encountered without any human having to install the 
required drivers for B. This non-protocol based methodology is a new approach in 
distributed computing. 
Someday all of our digital devices will be able to easily communicate with one 
another. A fridge in the home network will automatically synchronise with the host 
computer. In the event of depleted items in the kitchen, the fridge alerts the host 
computer which will link this information to a grocery distributor via the Internet. The 
union of Bluetooth and Jini promises to enable all that and more. 
4.6.2 3G Networks 
The Wireless world is experiencing another revolution; with the imminent introduction 
of 3rd generation technology [34] based on Wide Code Division Multiple Access (W-
CDMA). We are poised to expect a more sophisticated and diverse range of services 
than ever been offered before. 
The ways in which 3G will affect all of our lives are easy to imagine. Just imagine 
having a combined camera, video camera, computer, stereo, and radio included in a 
mobile phone. Rich-media information will be at one’s fingertips whenever needed as 
long as within a wireless network. 
The wider bandwidth brought by the 3G network will allow large amount of 
information to be transmitted across the wireless Internet at a faster speed. This makes 
wireless Internet a very favourable medium for control in many areas in future. For 
instance, live video images of the home can be streamed over the network onto the 
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mobile phone. This will allow users to monitor what is happening at home and brings 
the concept of Internet based smart homes to a greater height. 
4.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the development of an Internet home control system based 
on the emerging wireless technologies of Bluetooth and Wireless Application Protocol 
(WAP). An Internet-enabled PC connected to a Bluetooth communication transceiver 
is used to serve as the central controller to a network of distributed home devices 
which may be Bluetooth-enabled devices or conventional ones fitted with a Linux-
based control embedded module interfaced to a Bluetooth transceiver module. Hard 
wirings to an existing home can thus be kept to a minimum. Internet connected devices 
can provide us with many creative ways to enhance the quality of our lives. It is one 
key way to provide convenience and personalization to the way we live. Possibilities 
of the system collaborating with other existing technologies in the near future have 
also been suggested in the work. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
POSSIBLE EXTENSION OF BLUETOOTH BASED 
COMMUNICATION NETWORK 
The venture of the Internet into the wireless realm is inescapable, bringing an 
abundance of opportunities for connecting people and electronic devices. The 
development of a Internet based home automation system presented in this thesis is 
only a pilot project in harnessing the immense potential in the Internet technology and 
this chapter will briefly discuss potential opportunities of using this approach. 
5.1 Bluetooth Based Office Mobile Communication System 
Bluetooth technology is meant for short-distance, low-power uses. It has already been 
implemented in home automation applications as the previous chapter presents. A 
more promising application, however, lies in the offices wherein office workers can 
remain connected to their company’s information systems with the aid of base stations 
that are placed around the office, picking up radio signals from a number of devices, 
including Bluetooth-enabled PCs, headsets and handheld devices. The demand for 
such cost-efficient system is huge since it is estimated that 30% to 40% of all missed 
business calls occur while people step away from their desks to go to another part of 
the office. There has been a dramatic increase in the use of mobile phones inside 
offices and an equally dramatic ballooning of phone bills. Getting those costs under 
control is a priority for business. A Bluetooth enable office network can just bypass the 
costly mobile phone charges by redirecting the incoming call to the office’s fixed line 
phone and using the wireless connection between the handset and the fixed line phone 
to transfer the voice signal. Therefore, in addition to the convenience provided, 
Bluetooth-equipped offices also have cost-cutting advantages that can save a company 
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a substantial sum of expenses on mobile-phone charges. This will improve the 
workforce’s productivity and satisfaction levels by liberating them from their desks, 
allowing them to take calls on a headset or mobile phone, and access corporate servers 
with their PDAs. In this chapter, a proposed architecture for an Office Mobile 
Communication System is presented, with emphasis on its operation principles and 
advantages. 
5.1.1 The Proposed System Design 
The office network will automatically pick up the Hand Held devices (e.g. PDAs) 
carried by employees and synchronize and update all data between the office PC and 
their PDAs. All forms, payments, emails, appointments, database information and 
contracts are synchronized. Even the morning newspaper and financial review are 
downloaded. 
The Office Mobile Communication System’s architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. It 
will provide wireless Internet access via Bluetooth. 
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Figure 5.1: System Architecture of the Office Communication Network 
The office network consists of a Bluetooth access point that provides wireless 
connection to the Internet and corporate intranet. All the computers, hand-held devices, 
and fixed-line phones are Bluetooth enabled, so an RF link will be established once 
these devices come to within a range (10 meters). The system provides everyday 
functions including: 
? ? Connect and synchronize the office wirelessly with corporate and personal 
data, and Internet based content.  
? ? Access emails, calendar, contacts, Intranet and browse the Internet with mobile 
personal mobile devices. 
? ? Quickly compose and send SMS messages. Autodial contacts from a Handset’s 
contacts list menu. 
? ? Communicate with other Bluetooth-enabled devices for sharing data. 
? ? Receiving calls while away from the desk. 
The advantages can be achieved from this design will be: 
? ? Seamless connectivity from office to office. 
? ? Providing real time access to corporate information. 
? ? Web based management console and end-user profile management. 
? ? Redirection of mobile calls to less costly fixed-line phones. 
? ? Further cost-savings on mobile phone charges. 
? ? Mobile, contactable workforce is more responsive and productive. 
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? ? No need of major investment in further infrastructure, easy to set up. 
The Bluetooth wireless network formed among computers, printers and hand-held 
devices involves traditional network protocols and can be developed by placing 
TCP/IP protocol upon the Bluetooth driver stack. The connection between the handset 
and the fixed-line phone involves the wireless network, cellular mobile and public 
phone networks and needs further descriptions. 
5.1.2 Mobile Phone Call Redirect Process 
 
Figure 5.2: The Mobile Call Redirect Process 
The mobile phone call redirect process is shown in Figure 5.2. Before receiving or 
making any phone call, a short range wireless connection must be established between 
the handset and a fixed-line phone within 10 meters around. After the wireless 
connection construction stage, the two devices will exchange their numbers. Thereafter 
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the handset will automatically configure the Mobile Base Station to redirect any 
incoming calls to the fixed-line phone. So whenever there is an incoming call to the 
handset, the Mobile Base Station will just divert that call to the pre-assigned fixed-line 
phone via the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). The fixed-line phone will 
get from the PSTN about the targeted handset number and call up that handset 
accordingly. (This will be the situation that multiple handset’s are connected to a 
single fixed-line phone, for a one-to-one pair between handset and fixed-line phone, 
there would be no need for the phone to know the number of the handset.) All these 
configurations are done without the user’s notice. The user will be just like receiving a 
usual call, the phone bill, however, will be charged at fixed-line phone rate. For out-
going calls, the process and much simpler, the handset will function just like a cordless 
phone. 
This system can be implemented in houses and hotels as well as in offices. No 
additional wiring or software setup is needed and people can enjoy the convenience 
and cost reduction provided by the system in the long run. 
5.2 Bluetooth as Medium of Shopping Guide and Payment in 
Supermarkets 
It is a common headache for people go shopping at a supermarket. It is over crowded 
most of the out-office hours; now and then offering special promotions; and after 
picking up items on shopping-list and browsing the new arrivals, one has to hold his 
patience while queuing behind a long long winding line. The grocery retailing industry 
has been improving operating efficiency at all levels using the latest technologies such 
as electronic data exchange, third party logistics provision, and supply chain 
management. Despite these advancements, inefficiencies in forecast and replenishment 
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process remain as the bottle-neck of operations, resulting in high out-of-stock 
situations and long lead times. Today, with innovations in the Information Technology, 
new solutions may evolve to streamline the grocery operation model. 
5.2.1 Scenario 
One a warm Sunday morning, Mr. Smith plans to do some shopping in a near 
Shopping Mall and also to buy a new digital camera. To check what the items that 
need refill are, he takes out his handset and connects it to the home management 
server. The server then checks status of general daily house hold consumption goods 
and generates a shopping list. The shopping list, consisting of product names and their 
quantities, is then sent to the handset and stored in a flash memory chip. 
Mr. Smith goes into a nearby local Shopping Mall and first looks for a digital camera.  
The Mall’s management server recognizes him by his Bluetooth equipped mobile 
phone. The Mall server will check the his status such as shopping habits and 
preferences, then sends promotion and new arrivals information to his mobile phone. 
Having browsing through the range of new digital cameras, Mr. Smith decides to 
check out a new high-end product. Following the navigating instructions, he arrives at 
the electronic products store and the sales person comes around “Morning Mr. Smith, 
anything I can do for you?” Smith thus begins to looking through the features that 
come with this new model. It is the very model he is hoping for, so he purchases it 
using his wireless payment account and the receipt is send to his email account. 
As he comes out of that store, “Mr. Smith” stops at a Café and takes a rest. While 
enjoying the coffee along with the TOP 10 billboards, he finds out a promotion in the 
grocery store. Entering the store, he picks up a shopping cart which immediately 
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displays his usual shopping list in the cart’s screen. When products are put into the 
shopping cart, the products’ information, including price and expiration date, are feed 
into the shopping chart from a wireless tag that stores the product’s specific 
information. The wireless tag can be read by the shopping cart just like traditional bar 
codes. 
Mr. Smith fills the cart according to his shopping list and also buy some extra 
promotion specials. At the check-out counter, there is no need to scan the products 
again. Instead, the “smart” shopping cart notifies the cashier, sends the shopping-list 
data to the check-out system and the payment receipt is automatically sent to Mr. 
Smith’s email account, while the store inventories can be updated. This customer’s 
shopping list information is updated in the system as point of sales data to be used for 
future promotional activities. 
5.2.2 Proposed Design 
The actual implementation of a wireless shopping system will involve multiple issues 
like finance, security, privacy, consumer behavior analysis as well as wireless 
technologies. The design proposed will provide basic technological aspects of the 
system setups.  
The proposed design is shown in Figure 5.3. The center of the system is the mobile 
device, which can be a handset, PDA or even a watch. The mobile device is equipped 
with a Bluetooth module, controlled by a microprocessor, and memory chips that can 
store users’ particulars such as bank account information, shopping preference and 
shopping history. Empowered with the wireless connection and storage capacity, the 
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mobile device now serves as the perfect medium between households and grocery 
stores. 
 
Figure 5.3: The Wireless Shopping Scheme Diagram 
At home there will be a household server similar to the home automation server 
presented in Chapter 4. It is Bluetooth enabled and runs applications for wireless 
communication and household goods management. Upon the request of the user via 
Bluetooth, the server will contact smart appliances in the house, such as a “smart 
refrigerator”, to get status of various house supply goods. If the house is running short 
of any products, the smart appliances will send the product’s name and quantity to the 
household server, and subsequently the household server will transfer the data to the 
mobile device. Alternatively, the household server can also contact different retail 
store servers via the Internet and transfer the shopping list information directly.  
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The wireless network at retail stores are more advanced. It will be a convenient 
interface for customers to facilitate their shopping process. And in addition to that, it 
opens a new channel of inventory management. By attaching a wireless tag, a wireless 
“ID”, retailers and manufacturers will be able to obtain the latest status of each certain 
product. Through monitoring the flow of products from production line to end 
consumers, operating officers will be able to control and forecast the pace of 
production, to fully meet demand without over production. And also by encrypting the 
wireless tag, each single product will have a unique product code, which must be 
verified by the company’s server, thus eliminating counterfeited products. 
5.3 Conclusions 
It is expect that, by 2005, 65%-75% of enterprise will deploy extension to mission 
critical applications for wireless and/or pervasive platforms, and 75% of corporate 
knowledge workers will be mobile at least 25% of the time. With cables disappearing 
fast and devices becoming more miniaturized and multi-functional, every device we 
take with us could all soon become a walking network. Mobility is becoming a key 
concern for organizations worldwide. Companies are turning to these wireless systems 
to boost productivity, slash operating costs, improve competitive advantage and 
cultivate customer loyalty. 
The need for this extended network is growing exponentially and diversifying its 
presence. We envision in the short future, a majority of software providers will create 
new the mobile platforms, accompanied by rapid increases in mass market adoption. 
Consumers and businesses will benefit from the growth of the wireless industry, as 
mobility will breed efficiency and innovation. Handheld devices capable of accessing 
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and utilizing remote data storage, aggregation and retrieval will change the way we 
live. Services and applications accessible anytime, anywhere will launch a new round 
of growth in the New Economy that will lead to the ubiquity of the Internet.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Internet started as a trend. In the four decades of its development history, we have 
witnessed many technology advancements in the world society. We have been seeing 
marvel masterpieces that only appear in silver screen become ordinary gadgets in the 
next generation or even earlier. How Internet Technology will influence our lives in 
the future may be even beyond what we can extrapolate from our past history. But 
surely, it will change dramatically the way we work, study and live. 
For industries, distant monitoring and controlling will take over traditional on-site 
working in dangerous, noisy and unpleasant environments. Contribution to this field 
will show how the Information Technology can be integrated in mechanical systems to 
further liberate workers from harsh conditions. The development of a web-based 
remote vibration monitoring and fault diagnosis system is presented. Without 
introducing extremely complex tools, a remote monitoring system is developed that 
can be operated from anywhere with an access to the Internet. It also provides a frame 
work for setting up remote operation network using only off-the-shelves components. 
In the academia, a pilot resources sharing/leasing system is projected to facilitate the 
access to a researching equipment resources via the Internet. The system addresses the 
specific nature of academic research and can maximize the usage of existing research 
facilities without incurring further acquisition costs. This leads to the concept of 
“World Wide Virtual Laboratory”, where different instruments are shared beyond their 
physical locations. 
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Back at home, the Internet technology is bringing in exciting opportunities to provide 
the people with convenience, safety, entertainment and cost-savings. Allied with 
evolving wireless technologies, the home automation system developed enables a user 
to switch on a rice cooker before reaching home or to feed their pets while on holidays 
just via an Internet enabled handset. 
Despite the various limitations that have hampered the applications of the Internet, the 
systems presented in this thesis prove to be useful solutions to the controlling of 
industrial and home devices from remote locations through the Internet. It is hoped that 
the work in this thesis will provide concrete contributions to the research and industrial 
community and Mankind at large. 
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